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METAMAN
We are METAMAN COIN. The core development team at METAMAN Coin has not only been a part of
trading but researching projects on BSC and Ethereum. In our time going over project after project we
came across a common roadblock that projects encountered, to push and expedite their development
after they were launched. Too many projects failed to deliver a working product for its consumers and
investors that would ensure security and viability. We recognized this problem and decided to bring to
our community a product that will be ready to use at launch. Our vision is to have a platform that is
ever evolving. This helps us to achieve our objective which is twofold, to ensure our investors security
while also ensuring the longevity of METAMAN Coin.
Being a meme coin will not limit but enable us to target and diversify different use cases that have
never been achieved by a meme coin before. We are excited to share more developmental plans which
will take shape as the platform grows. We are working on our wallet, P2E game and NFT marketplace
at present however this is just the beginning for METAMAN Coin. The community will play a major role
in guiding us where they want to see development as we want to ensure that METAMAN Coin
stakeholders have a say in the future of METAMAN Coin.
We the team at METAMAN Coin believe being developers on the network, we owe the community full
transparency. While ensuring that, we also believe in making the network hospitable for new investors
and having the knowledge and capability backed by a top-notch developing team here at METAMAN
Coin will enable us to help investors make an informed decision before investing We stick very strongly
to our core values of utility, which means we know no boundaries and recognize no limitations what we
can achieve in terms of utilities with this project, the possibilities are endless. Trust, the most
important asset of building this business being transparent with the community and bringing them
along with every decision being made so the people always feel they had their part in the evolution of
this marvel which METAMAN Coin most definitely will be. Security, aiming to ensure that every one of
METAMAN Coin holders can feel safe with their investment.
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METAMANCOIN is a deflationary yield-generating token. METAMANCOIN is creating a non-custodial, fully on-chain, mobile-first
decentralized exchange (DEX) that supports up to 5x margin/leverage trading--all with a seamless, centralized-exchange feel for
the BSC ecosystem. We will be launching the initial version of our mobile app for both iOS and Android that allows you to track
your holdings on the bsc network including tether and peg coins, within the app we have customized are api to track MetaMan
value in all currencies. METAMANCOIN has a 10% tax on every transaction. 4% is distributed to holders,1% to
BUYBACKANDBURN, 5% is auto locked into the LP pool, increasing rewards for holders and making the coin more stable over
time.
Auto Liquidity Generation Mechanism
In many Defi projects, we have seen a lot of investors jump in and buy a large number of assets causing a huge uproar and a lot
of pumps that we like to see. once the chart starts going up you it becomes pretty hard not to jump in however almost always
the token suffers an impending collapse of price. Once the bandwagons are full and the big holders sell the graph sees a
downward plunge and the common trader suffers a great loss.
Now what is the reason behind such a big loss to price?
Liquidity pools store a pair of assets, the token and another currency (mostly BNB on BSC). When the pool loses a lot of BNB, the
price of the other token shoots down and this leads to loss of value and those scary red lines.
This effect increases in a smaller liquidity pool and decreases as the liquidity pool increases in both tokens. This is the reason why
we have integrated an auto liquidity generating function that not only solves the high price variation problem but also strengthens
METAMAN’s future.
The Automatic Liquidity Generation feature within $METAMAN’s smart contract is recently very popular , yet very innovative core
module that the protocol has implemented. It involves a feature that on every transaction causes a certain percentage of the
trades value to automatically generate liquidity in PancakeSwap liquidity pools. The mechanism benefits from a specific
percentage (6%) is cut on each transaction this disincentivizes “paperhands” to sell as they will receive a lesser value when they
sell causing them to hold until a large increase is seen.
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METAMAN
UTILITY

SECURITY

UTILITY is crucial in
providing a token on BSC
with longevity MetaMan will
be releasing Play to Earn
(P2E) blockchain game,
allowing users to earn
rewards, purchase nonfungible tokens (NFTs) to
use within the game, A
Wallet, a NFT Marketplace
and much more.

SECURITY is vital to the
growth and sustainability of
MetaMan. As we aware of
all the recent scams in the
BSC network, security and
safety is our number 1
priority that is why we will
audit our contract and
ensure that our community
can check our contract
before they buy. Our
Liquidity will be locked for
365 days through MUDRA.

TRUST

Trust is important to
the MetaMan family, and we
want to ensure that our
community can fully always
trust the team. We will
always remain transparent
with
the MetaMan community.
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➢

Track the value of your $METAMAN holdings with
our new App!

➢

Be notified of upcoming project news, milestones,
and community events, contests, In-app
airdrops, and Charting Capabilities.

➢

Track Your Entire BSC Portfolio.

➢

Integrate with a prominent, privacy-focused
crypto payments token for direct merchant
transactions.

➢

Trading Platform built on top of pancake swap,
with an orderbook (i.e., limit orders and
advanced order types such as trailing stop-losses)
Leverage/spot margin trading up to 5x

We have no interest in fixing something that is not broken our design is very much inspired by other
on-chain spot margin trading protocols, in particular Solana’s Mango Markets and Ethereum’s Aave.
We will bring these innovations to BSC. We will follow the approach of Mango Markets and require an
initial collateral ratio of 120% and a maintenance collateral ratio of 110%. If the user’s collateral ratio
drops below 110%, the account will be liquidated. The value of the account will be calculated using a
decentralized oracle. Anyone can run a liquidator with the opportunity to make a profit. The lending
pools work like the lending pools on Aave, except that user will earn interest on both their deposits as
well as their positions (so you may be earning net interest on your margin position!). The interest rate
is a function of the utilization ratio: total borrowed by all users divided by total deposits of all users.
The interest rate will increase slowly approaching a utilization ratio of 70% but will increase rapidly
above that to encourage the market to deposit more funds.

METAMAN
Our development team is working hard on an 2d infinite play to earn
running game, the game will feature our character METAMAN in an
infinite climb to new highs of the market. We are going to integrate
play to win features in the game as we develop. We will run
community competitions we graphics and designs from the
community will be incorporated into the game. We take pride in
giving the community the opportunity to take part in our
development.
The METAMAN Game will be sidescrolling endless runner action
video game.
METAMAN will have challenges that will reward our investors. this
game will be one of its kind play to earn game in the DeFi space.
MetaMan will also introduce a number of vanity items to the game
that will be purchasable via our own tokens that you can either earn
by playing the game or buy directly in game.
METAMAN will be an adrenaline packed, fun filled adventure. we
believe we can instil that greatness and rush into a game created
solely for the DeFi space.
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METAMAN is pleased to announce the upcoming release of our rare collection of NFTs 3DMETAPUNKS!!
The 3DMETAPUNKS collection will consist of 10 different 3DMETAPUNKS characters which will all have different abilities to use within
the METAMAN game!
The first character of our unique 3DMETAPUNKS collection will be Blueprint! Initially only 50 Blueprint NFTs will be minted and as a
thank you from the METAMAN team to our loyal community these will be airdropped randomly!
METAMAN team will be developing ab NFT Marketplace for all kinds of
digital assets and crypto collectibles. Users will be able to trade, buy,
swap, sell, auction, bid and discover digital art and assets. Content
creators will be allowed to produce their own NFTs on the blockchain using
METAMAN’s NFT minting feature. There is no need for content creators to
have any programming knowledge to make collections and NFTs.
Apart from this. METAMAN will employ its own artists and upload its own
content for sale to the public. We will create and sell NFTs and the money
made generated will be put straight back into METAMAN coin and its
development.
Users who sell content or NFTs will be able to sell an item for a fixed price,
create a declining price listing, or make an auction listing.
All kinds of content will be welcomed whether they are images,
photos, digital art, music files, 3d models, movies, concert hosting's , books or videos.
This provides artists complete control over their careers, allowing them to achieve their goals without
having to pay large fees to larger agencies. The Binance smart chain (BEP-20) utility token for this
NFT marketplace allows artists and produce can turn their ideas into NFTs, mixing music, art and
gaming with collectible NFTs. The METAMAN NFT Marketplace will be powered by the METAMAN
token ($METAMAN0 meaning all transactions will be made through this token.
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10% Tax Fee
Development 5%

Marketing 5%
4% of each transaction
redistributed to all
METAMAN Coin holders.

Team 3%

6% of each transaction will
be added to auto-locked
liquidity on Pancakeswap.

Liquidity 45%

Liquidity 45%
Burn 42%

10% Tax Fee

METAMAN
PHASE 1

PHASE 2

-

Creation Of MetaMan

-

Marketing Campaign

-

Website Launch

-

Promoted Coins

-

Launch Socials

-

Twitter Influencers

-

Coin Listing Applications

-

Telegram Promotions

-

Pancakeswap Launch

-

CG & CMC Application

-

1,000 Telegram Members

-

5,000 Telegram Members

PHASE 3

PHASE 4

-

CoinGecko Listing

-

Release of METAMAN App

-

CoinMarketCap Listing

-

Release of METAMAN P2E Game

-

Full Audit

-

NFT Marketplace

-

Partnerships with Facebook,
YouTube, Instagram, Twitter,
TikTok and Telegram influencers.

-

Billboard Ads

-

CEX Listings

10,000 Telegram Members

-

Announcement of future
Development

-
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@Kirbydaviessss
Project Owner

@Captainprice1
Project Manager

@lordlarsskristian
Lead Moderator

Quincy
NFT Creator

@MooningBooming
Community Leader

@willneverdmyouorpmyoufirst

Head Of Graphics

@Michele_777
Head of Marketing

@Bri13an
Content Writer
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Neil Lakhami
Developer

Alisha Asad
Blockchain Dev

Simone P
Developer

METAMAN
Copyright © 2021. All Rights Reserved. The information provided on this website does not
constitute investment advice, financial advice, trading advice, or any other sort of advice and
you should not treat any of the website's content as such. The team does not recommend that
any cryptocurrency should be bought, sold, or held by you. Do conduct your own due diligence
and consult your financial advisor before making any investment decisions. By purchasing
$METAMAN, you agree that you are not purchasing a security or investment and you agree to
hold the team harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes you may incur. You also agree that
the team is presenting the token "as is", the team uses the contract at its discretion and is not
required to provide any support or services. You should have no expectation of any form from
METAMAN and its team. Although METAMAN is a community driven DeFi token for experimental
reasons and not a registered digital currency, the team strongly recommends that citizens in
areas with government bans on Crypto do not purchase it because the team cannot ensure
compliance with your territory’s regulations. Always make sure that you are following your local
laws and regulations before you make any purchase.
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